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Visit www.maritimebeauty.com for more information.
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#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad

CanRad Beauty is a fourth generation family owned and 
operated Canadian company, distributing hair care 
products to the professional beauty industry. 

www.canrad.com  • Phone: 416-663-7373 • 1-800-268-1905 

STORE LOCATIONS:

125 Norfinch Dr. 
Toronto, ON, M3N 1W8
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-Thur
                       8:00- 4:00 F

Tel: 416-663-7373
Toll Free: 1-800-268-1905    

Fax: 416-663-7450 
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-268-6882   
customerservice@canrad.com

CanRad Beauty
515 Wellington Rd., Unit #3
London, ON
519-668-2124
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
1767 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, ON
613-723-7850
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
61 King St., Unit 14
Barrie, ON
705-737-4445
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
72 Simcoe St. North
Oshawa, ON
905-728-9958
Store Hours: 8:30-4:30 M-F

HEAD OFFICE:
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CanRad Beauty
1717 Dublin Ave., Unit 3, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
204-942-3395
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F
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Toronto Barber and Beauty Supply Since 1937

After 7 issues, it finally dawned on me that I'm a writer... I have a 
large platform with the freedom to express my inner thoughts to  
our industry. I get to be myself… unapologetically.  

I went from being a complete ‘homebody,’ to being at an event almost 
every night. Most of you may think I’m an extrovert but the truth is, 
unless I’m on a stage, I’m very shy and a complete introvert. It actually 
takes me a minute to get comfortable in a crowd. And because of that, 
I spent a lot of time listening this past year. Believe it or not, listening 
is truly a lost art. 

One of the things I heard most often was how “BUSY” people are… 
And it got me thinking… Is everyone really “busy” or is “busy” a mask 
for somebody’s inability to properly manage their time? It seems as 
though people believe that being “busy” is synonymous with being 
important. Don’t miss out on an opportunity trying to seem more 
important. Truth is, we are all important in our own way… allow your 
clients to recognize that. You can potentially make a client feel you 
do not have enough time to properly manage their business or service 
them by reminding them that you’re busy.

One thing is certain… People make time for whatever they want  
to make time for.

Telling your client that you’re busy does not increase your value to 
them. In fact, that very ambiguous statement makes it seem that  

LETTER FROM EDITOR

   ANDREA SAMPSON,  EDITOR   //  416.476.9900  //  ANDREASAMPSON@EFEMAGAZINE.COM

Andrea Sampson 
Addressing hair by texture, not race

Let's stop being busy,  
and start being proactive.

you're “busy” is more important than their “busy.” Remember, they 
have chosen to be there with you; they are giving you their time.  
Make the experience great right from the start. Clients don’t care  
if you're busy. They always want to feel like they are your only client.  
It is your job to make them feel that way. Small note: People who are 
actually “busy” never have to claim it. 

Time management doesn’t come easy for everyone, but we all have 
calendars and agendas to help us organize our lives. Let’s use them,  
it truly makes a difference in your day to day. Fact is, everyone is busy. 
How you choose to manage it, is up to you. So, when someone asks you 
“how are you doing?” Don’t answer “BUSY”, respect them enough to 
tell them how you are actually doing.

Let’s stop being busy and start being proactive.

Listen more, talk less… I promise you’ll get more out of that. 
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STYLE MASTER

ADRIAN CAREW

An award-winning style director, Adrian Carew was Revlon’s Style Master for Canada in 2015 
and a top 9 finalist in the world. He also won in 2016. As the 1994 Canadian New Comer, he 
has been featured on numerous TV shows such as So Chic, Rich Groom Poor Groom, Made, Cover 
Me Canada, Recipes to Riches and Dragon's Den. He's been featured as the go-to make-over artist 
on the Marilyn Denis Show and CityLine , as well as a style team member for both International 
Fashion House CHANEL, Givenchy , Marc by Marc Jacobs and Zac Posen. His diverse styling 
ability has allowed him to work in all areas of beauty.

Hair91 inc is where Adrian calls home; a very posh salon in Yorkville where his priority is  
making people look and feel beautiful. Like many stylists, Adrian grew up in the beauty industry. 
His mother was a hairstylist for 40 years. And although he spent many hours at the hair salon,  
his intentions were never to get his hands dirty… he preferred to sit back and watch. But as 
destiny had it, over 30 years later he remains one of Toronto’s most sought out stylists.

The use of complex tools is unique to us as human beings. Many 
species use simple tools to perform simple tasks, but the use of 
tools to create other tools is solely a human trait. If you take a 
close look at history, you’ll find that much of our cultural and 
social advancements revolve around the development of tools  
and technology. They allow us to create, to build, to grow and  
to revolutionize the world that we live in. Without them, the 
world would look quite a bit different. For example, the first 
women and men created stone tools to become better hunters 
and gatherers; the steam engine revolutionized factories and 
transportation during the industrial revolution; in the 20th 
century, the use of machine tools made Henry Ford’s production 
line possible – revolutionizing the mass production of vehicles; 
the Internet has changed the way we communicate forever, 
and we have not even come close to realizing its full potential. 
Technology is often something that we take for granted, generally 
ignoring its place in shaping the world, and using it whenever we 
need. In today’s society, we could not imagine a world without 
tools and technology. As consumers, we are given so many options  
that its often times difficult to choose. As contemporary stylists 
and barbers, we do not go a day without having a tool in our hand.

The flat-iron is used daily in the salon and has becoming 
increasingly powerful and exceptionally well made in recent years. 
Although a staple for stylists everywhere, the history of these 
devices may not be common knowledge. It is said alleged in 1872, 
a woman by the name of Erica Feldman created the first “hair 
straightener” by using heating rods to straighten her hair. In 1909, 
Isaac K. Shero patented his idea for a hair straightener that  
was composed of two “flat irons” that are heated and pressed  
together. These tools were not necessarily heavily used,  
and these origins are heavily debated amongst 
historians. In the 1950s, however, 
there was a resurgence of the 
hair straightening trend, 

and women would come together to use standard clothing irons 
to make their hair straight. After the big hair trend in the 80s, 
women were back to sporting a straight hair look, and companies 
began producing irons similar to the look of Mr. Shero’s, with 
plastic handles for ease of use. 

The standard plate on a traditional flat iron was aluminum  
alloy, which was the same material used for the household iron. 
This gave quick results, but the integrity of the hair was severely 
compromised. Through research and development, flat iron 
plates would change to materials that were gentler on the hair 
such as, ceramic, tourmaline and titanium. When heated, these 
materials naturally omit ions/far infrared which improves hair 
health. Not to mention, these materials also improve the glide 
and performance. The latest flat iron innovations have really made 
working behind the chair much more fun. They are ergonomically 
designed for comfort with all day use. Many flat irons now  
come with surround heating, which makes it possible to go  
from straight to curls within seconds. And let’s not forget floating 
plates, which allow you to work on the finest of hair and still get 
the most amazing result. The list goes on and on. What once was 
a casual tool is now a necessity in a stylists life. So, the next time 
you pick up your flat iron, know that they have come a long way. 
And despite what we may think, they probably still 
have a long way to go.   

BY D'ANTAL SAMPSON

HISTORY OF THE FLAT IRON

STRAIGHT TALK
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WHO GAVE YOU YOUR FIRST OPPORTUNITY?
 “I worked as an assistant at Jason Kearns while  
in cosmetology school, then I went to Marvel 
beauty school.”

WHAT’S YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE BEING 
A BLACK STYLIST WITHIN THE CANADIAN 
BEAUTY INDUSTRY?
“My biggest challenge is making sure people 
recognize that I have the ability to do everything. 
Also, being given equal opportunity as all other 
stylists of my caliber, with my resume.”  

WHAT IS YOUR GO TO PRODUCT? 
“My product must-haves are Uniq One and  
Muzani Style and heat protection.” 

WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS   
FOR YOUR TEAM AS A SALON OWNER?
 “I like ensure that my team remains diverse,  
and that they can cater to any person that walks 
through the door. The must continue to educate  
and challenge themselves regularly. Our clients get 
to experience our entire team’s capabilities, as we all 
contribute to their experience within the salon.”

WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE FOR THE NEXT  
GENERATION OF HAIRDRESSERS?
“Have fun - work is only one part of life. Be a part 
of this industry because you love it, not because you 
think it’s easy. Step out of the box and show your 
passion for an industry that keeps on giving.”

   ADRIAN CAREW, HAIR STYLIST   //  HAIR91.COM // @ADRIANCAREW** **
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COMING UP CORAL 
Pantone’s 2019 colour of the year is “Living Coral”  

and symbolizes our innate need for optimism and joyful 

pursuits. “Living Coral embodies our desire for playful 

expression." Coral dominated the runways and has been  

the colour choice of many celebrities. Flexible and fun!  

Try a head to toe ensemble or add a pop of colour with  

chic handbag or hair accessory.

MARIGOLD
Look on the bright side, yellow  

is the first colour our brains register. 

This sunny shade was centre stage at 

runway shows everywhere and is the 

perfect complement to summer’s  

sun-kissed skin. 

MONOCHROME CROCHET
Woven into fashion weeks across the globe. This look is high  

impact and has us California dreaming. Think provocative open 

weaves, close knit pullovers and a bohemian vibe. Much cooler  

than the pieces we might find in our grandmother’s closet.

Summer
edit

Decoding runway looks… an inside look on what  

to buy… what to revisit your closet’s past for…  

Instagram inspiration and most importantly,  

what to wear right now!

BY JANICE RONAN

NEON 
Pass over pastels & opt for all things fluorescent. 

Think tailored, loose fits, two piece sets and 

separates. Anything goes! If you’re feeling this 

trend, try sporting two different “highlighter” 

colours together for an even bolder look. 

These vibrant hues are packed with a punch and 

take us from day to evening with ease and gusto. 

2019 SUMMER TRENDS

TIE-DYE
From ‘60s hippie/flower  

child connotations to 

childhood DIY t-shirt  

arts and crafts, tie-dye has 

elevated to next level status. 

The new tie-dyes are modern, 

sophisticated combinations 

with unexpected shapes and 

patterns. Luxe fabrics add 

prestige to this full-on  

fashion trend.

FANCY FLATS 
Down to earth, literally! Detailed 

and ornate footwear graced the 

runways leaving fashionistas 

everywhere excited for comfy 

days ahead. All in the name  

of fashion.Street Style at Vancouver Fashion Week

PHOTO: ZOË DAVIES

DESIGNER: HENDRIXROE // PHOTO: GEORGE PIMENTEL

DESIGNER: NARCES // PHOTO: GEORGE PIMENTEL

 DESIGNER: AUTHENTÍQUE/RAMLA

**
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We all want to please our clients. Our goal is to give them what  
they want, when they want it. But that can’t be at the expense of  
what we know is right as professionals. Sometimes saying NO is  
our only option. 

I recently had a consultation for an extension install with a first-time 
client, highly recommended by one of my extension clients. During 
our consultation and hair assessment I discovered she had a bad case 
of traction alopecia (a type of hair loss where the hair thins out after 
prolonged stress on the hair follicle). Not only around the hairline but 
throughout her entire head. And she was adamant on having an install 

within the week. Never mind that I was fully booked for  
the next couple of weeks, I could not, in good consciousness,  
perform this service.

We all know that the hair extension business is a billion industry  
all on its own. Approximately 34% of the world’s population is  
wearing extensions. The idea of having a full thick head of long hair 
is the dream of many, and the options are now endless and possible 
within a matter of minutes. But when done incorrectly the damage  
is sometime irreversible.

WHEN TO
SAY NO

INDUSTRY NOTES

   ANTHONY J BLACK, HAIR STYLIST //  : @ANTHONYJBLACK  

FIVE THINGS TO ASK YOURSELF WHEN SERVICING  
AN EXTENSION CLIENT.
All types of extensions have the potential to cause damage when  
used or cared for incorrectly. Proper home maintenance is key to 
minimize permanent damage. And we unfortunately are not in  
control of that aspect. What we are in control of is proper install 
education and follow up. 

Here are five things to ask yourself when servicing an extension client.

          Do I have the correct education to provide this service?  

Watching a YouTube video once does not make you qualified to 

provide this service.

          Did I properly assess? 

Is the hair and scalp healthy enough for this service? Check for 

redness, sores and unnecessary stress around the bonded area.  

Be sure to address any areas of discomfort. Extensions should 

not hurt, if installed correctly.  No one needs to be taking an 

Advil to ease the pain of a fresh install.  

         Am I using the right extensions for their hair type?  

Does the extension method you’ve chosen work on their hair 

type. ( i.e.: fusion extensions are not recommended for relaxed 

or natural hair for black women.)

         Do I have an after-care package for my client?  

Part of providing the service is sending your client home with 

the correct products to maintain and care for their extensions 

until they see you next.

         Have I booked a follow up appointment?  

Having your client pre-book a maintenance check-up 2-4 weeks 

after the initial install is key.  It gives you an opportunity to 

reassess the hair, placement and condition. Extensions are a 

very costly and time-consuming procedure. Helping your client 

maintain their hair should be part of the process. 

Saying NO to your client  
does not make you a terrible stylist. 

 it also does not have to mean loss of income. 
Offer another service to get your client  

on the path to recovery, that will allow them 
to reassess an extension service. Saying NO 

to your client means you are saying  
YES to providing them with the  

best service possible. 

1 3 5

4

2

FIVE  REASONS TO SUGGEST ANOTHER TYPE OF SERVICE:

BALD PATCHES 

If you assess your client’s hair and you 

find multiple bald patches, you should 

suggest another option. This can result 

from any extension method.  Chances 

are their natural hair can no longer 

handle the weight of any extensions, 

as a direct result of poor or improper 

installation.

EXCESSIVE HAIR LOSS

Let’s face it, we all have gone through 

periods in our lives when we have 

experienced a little, or a lot more hair 

shedding than normal.  This could be 

caused by diet, hormonal changes, 

medications, pregnancy, illness, and 

more. When we see or notice more 

hair loss than normal, it is best to wait 

until the hair normalizes.  This could 

take a few weeks to a few months.

CHEMICAL DAMAGE

When a client has chemical breakage 

throughout the hair, the integrity of the 

hair has been compromised, making it 

difficult and in some cases unadvisable 

to use extensions.

SORES OR REDNESS

Red spots or sores on the scalp usually 

indicate something commonly known 

as contact dermatitis. Your client’s 

scalp and hair should be in optimal 

condition. The presence of contact 

dermatitis is a clear sign to stop or 

avoid extension services. Adding 

additional stress to your client’s hair 

can lead to permanent damage.

THE “DREADLOCK” GIRL 

Clients that perpetually come in with 

disastrous uncombed dreads and knots 

in their hair, as a result of not brushing, 

or taking care of their natural hair is a 

pretty good indication of how someone 

will care for extended hair.  If clients 

like this insist on extension services, 

having an instructional care contract 

and waiver, releasing you from all 

responsibility due to poor care, 

is key to protecting your work.

1 4

5

2

3

**
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In countries like Canada, navigating the spa industry is a strategic 
cycle. These weather changes give us the advantage of focusing on 
different interests, i.e.: summer bodies, winter skin/faces.  we can bring 
the attention to the different treatments while giving a break to others.  
Here is some advice of how to increment sales during this new season.

First of all, creating a connection with clients should be a priority  
in your business.  You are selling the experience, happiness, attitude,  
and trust. There is no better marketing strategy than a happy client.  
A good experience will bring repetitive clients and referral to new ones. 

Get to know your clients.  

If you are doing any aesthetic services, it’s a must to have them fill 
out a form with information like their phone number, email, address, 
Facebook page, instagram and even any allergies, medication, 
conditions etc. collecting this information gives you the opportunity  
to keep in contact, share new information, new products, treatments 
and new trends. 

Establish new goals accompanied by an  
employee incentive.  

Creating new goals helps to give everybody in your business direction 
like a GPS.  Have daily goals, weekly goals, monthly goals and annual 
goals.  The incentive will be the fuel that will keep your employees 
going in that direction.  you can offer your employees a percentage 
of sales, or a bonus, which is a good reason for them to increase your 
sales. They’ll feel part of the business; the business earns and they  
earn something as well.  This is an equitable relation.

Address complaints or suggestions immediately.  

Acknowledge the problem and offer a solution. Reviews can make  
or break you.  No point in spending hundreds of dollars on marketing 
if you are letting clients walk out of your business with negative 
experience. You can turn any negative experience in a positive one  
if you are able to prove you are working on a solution. 

Offer a free product, or buy 2 get 1 free, or a discount  

to a product accompanied by a service. 

Remember you are to discount products, not your services. 
Discounting your services reduces your value… maintain what you 
have worked so hard for and allow your products or “consumables”  
to take the hit. When expectations exceed value, price does not matter. 
The customer will repurchase a product at full price if they really liked 
it. However, that same customer will question when you raise your 
service prices.  After a great service, which could be body or face… 
offer a face moisturizer to compliment the facial or peel, a product  
for ingrown after waxing, or firming cream after a body treatment. 
These magic words where they feel they are getting a super deal will 
make your clients happy and your services more valuable. This is also  
a great opportunity for your clients to try a good product that will  
help to maintain the result you accomplish after a treatment. 

Fill your business with passionate employees.  
The energy of these people will be contagious, even to clients.  
A positive environment where we spend most our time would  
make a very pleasant place for anybody that is part of it.  

SUMMER 
IS ALMOST HERE 

are you ready?
   LIZ CASTRO, OWNER OF LA BOUTIQUE MED SPA  //  LABOUTIQUEMEDSPAON.COM  

INDUSTRY NOTES

 
PERFECT FOR HER 

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY


PERFECT FOR HIM

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY
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2 HOT NEW SHADES 
HIT THE MAINSTAGE
Introducing Color Intensity’s new LoveFest Collection—a 
duo of cool, creative shades that harmonize perfectly with 
your most imaginative looks.

• Vibrant results last up to 20 shampoos* and fade on tone

• No bleeding!

• Guaranteed healthier-looking hair with every service

#JOICOINTENSITY

NEW

C O L L E C T I O N
F E A T U R I N G

C O L L E C T I O N

F E A T U R I N G / A V E C

* Depending on daily hair care habits, hair history, and texture

  Hair & Color Larisa Love     Photo Hama Sanders

 ©2019 Joico Laboratories, Imported by Henkel Canada, Mississauga, ON, L5N 6C3

AQUA FLOWLIMELIGHT

JOICOCANADA.COM

JCO EFE_LoveFest_Ad 0419.indd   1 2019-04-23   9:31 AM

Have you ever had a dream so BIG that the thought of that 
dream gave you butterflies?

15 years ago, after attending one of my first hairs shows… 
I thought to myself: “It would be so cool to be a part of this.” 

Two years later, as I was mixing colors and prepping models at  
a hair show, I then thought to myself: “It would be so cool to be 
on stage.”

Four years later, I was performing on stage with some of the 
industry’s leaders. Again, I then thought: How cool would it  
be to create my own show?” 

Two years later, we launched BIG Tease! To date, it has been 
such a spectacular show. I knew something this great, did not 
belong in one province. I had a vision... I wanted to take it across 

Canada. I didn’t know exactly what that would look like, I just 
knew I wanted to do it. Seven years later, we just finished our 
east coast BIG Tease Tour. Let me tell you… the talent in the 
east Coast is unbelievable! 

Our East Coast theme was “BIG tease: Fairy Tale.”  
We partnered with Maritime Beauty for Carnival of Beauty  
in Halifax and Star Bedard for EC3 Quebec. We also made  
a small cameo appearance at the Revel in Beauty show powered 
by the ABA in Toronto.

Giving an artist creative freedom is a recipe for greatness!  
The combination and collaboration of all art forms makes 
everything possible. Each show was unique within itself as the 
artists really explored their creative prowess, bringing moments 
to life that we thought we could only dream of. 

EAST COAST TOUR

...bringing moments to life that we thought we could only dream of. 
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The first stop on our tour was Carnival of beauty in 
Halifax. Four salons competed to be the BIG Tease 
champion. Competitors were: Freedom Hair Inc with 
Cinderella, Alma’s Salon & Spa with Beauty and the 
Beast, Hair Expression and Day Spa with Alice in 
Wonderland and Casa Dante with Rapunzel. The night 
started with a Green carpet cocktail hour sponsored by 
Biolage for over 600 hairstylists and barbers. Andrea 
Sampson opened the show and hosted with Peter 
Alexander, creating excitement right from the start. 
Manufacturers Matrix, REDKEN and PULPRIOT 
contributed with special Avant Garde Fairy Tale  
inspired performances. BIG Tease was two hours of 
nonstop inspiration. The audience voted and Freedom  
Hair took home the win. They were awarded $1000 and 
were crowned the first BIG Tease Champions for Carnival 
of Beauty. Congratulations to all of our participants; thank 
you for being a part of the show. COB19 was exceptional! 
The weekend started with three competitions; women’s 
trend cutting and style, barbering and up do’s. And on 
the esthetics side, a nail and make up competition. The 
talent in Halifax was fierce all around, congratulations to 
all the winners. The mainstage lineup was exceptional as 
well with performances from REDKEN, MATRIX and 
BIOLAGE. Bravo to Maritime Beauty Supply for another 
successful show. 

HALIFAX APRIL 13-15, 2019

AT

Visit www.maritimebeauty.com for more information.
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Next stop was Revel in Beauty where Torontonians 
watched a live Avant Garde battle. Three of Toronto’s  
top stylists hit the stage to create using the theme:  
BIG Tease - Fairy Tale. Stylists Melissa Purcell with 
Hansel and Gretel, Anahy Chav with the Queen of Hearts 
(Alice in Wonderland) and Selena Caruso with the Beauty 
and the Beast. They had 10 minutes to build and transform 
their models to a complete Avant Garde look. Andrea 
Sampson and Anthony Black opened the show, bringing 
in a large crowd to the mainstage. This was followed by 
a salon battle snippet of the Wizard of Oz. Taking home 
the win was Melissa Purcell with Hansel and Gretel. 
Congratulations to all participants for putting yourself 
out there. Revel in Beauty was an amazing two-day 
show that offered a plethora of options for education and 
entertainment. Also gracing the mainstage was Garland 
Gwhiz Fox, Larissa Love and much more. There was more 
than 100 hours of solid education available. The business 
district was buzzing with great panels while the Game 
Zone offered fun and lots of prizes. The show was truly  
an opportunity to Revel in all things Beauty. Bravo!! 

TORONTO APRIL 14-15, 2019

AT

   PHOTOS: KIT CHAN
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QUEBEC CITY APRIL 29, 2019

AT

Last Stop was EC3 in Quebec City held at the very  
cool The Voltigeurs de Québec Armoury. BIG tease  
had the pleasure of closing the show and he energy was  
out of this world. Hosted by Ms. Andrea Sampson and  
David Kyrkiris Salons and stylists went head-to-head, 
battling for the BIG Tease championship. Alice in 
Wonderland vs Beauty and the Beast... Beauty and the 
Beast took the title. Congratulations! Steena Woo and 
Vanessa Vandebroucke wowed the crowd with their 
10-minute Avant Garde transformation. Beauty really  
is in the hands of the hairdresser. Congratulations to  
Vanessa for taking home the win. Hats off to Star Bedard 
for creating an experience the moment you walked  
through the doors. Each room was filled with inspirations.  
The EC3 stage was filled with talent and a showroom 
of new product and innovation. Another show very well 
executed. Bravo to Star Bedard EC3.
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The Wild, 
Wild West

KELSEY YULE IS KNOWN AS THE FAIRY GODMOTHER FOR WESTERN CANADA,  

FOR GIVING OPPORTUNITIES AND CHANGING LIVES. WITH A COMBINED TOTAL  

OF OVER 1500 BEAUTY STUDENT GRADUATES, WE WOULD SAY SHE HAS A  

GOOD HAND IN THE FUTURE OF OUR INDUSTRY.  

POWERFUL WOMEN WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THE 
SCHOOL BUSINESS?

 “I had the opportunity to be well 
versed in the industry because I grew up 
in it. From salon ownership, to working 
for a manufacturer, then finally moving into 
postsecondary education. I strongly feel the salon 
ownership aspect really helped understand what the students’ 
needs are. I sold my salon and moved into post-secondary 
education over 10 years ago. It was the right decision, and it  
was the tipping point for me to move into education. I was not 
satisfied just teaching and working hair shows via manufactures.  
It didn’t fulfil me as what I wanted to spend my life doing.  
I needed something different, so post-secondary it was… 
providing education and skills to provide a better life  
for the students.”

WHO INSPIRES YOU? 

“I feel that inspiration changes throughout your life. I am  
inspired by the TRUE artists who are truly ORGINAL with  
solid workmanship. Currently, our entire team can do all of their 
own work in house and not rely on someone else to be their brand. 
We shoot, do makeup, style, hair and aesthetics… Right now, 
OUR TEAM is my main inspiration. From the makeup to the 
hair division… Training a student to win two titles at IMATS 
was huge and super inspiring. I have a former student in Medicine 
Hat who inspired me lately. I follow her on social media and 
despite her language issues, is killing it in the beauty industry.  
I am honestly inspired daily, and it often changes. I am inspired  
by the people who take risk, hustle, work hard and do it on their 
own accord and on their own... Life is tough and watching the 
gritty people is inspiring.”

WHAT WAS YOUR BIG BREAK? 
WHO GAVE YOU YOUR BIG BREAK?

“Wow... This is a tough one as I had a few people see talent in me, 
but it went as far as that. My big break came during a competition 
for a spot on a national TV show called Cityline. It was only a 
month after having my son, and I was tired as most new parents 
are. I remember walking onto the competition floor and every 
major artist in Canada was waiting to start with manufactures 
backing them. I was a new, exhausted mother, totally on my own 
and I did my best. I read the rules of the competition and relied 
solely on my skill.  I think that’s key… be amazing at your craft 

and your work will speak for itself.  
I remember thinking, ‘well that was a 
waste of my day.’ I left my baby to come 

to a political event via manufactures.  
I was surprised and thrilled when I won 

the event. I owe Candy and Chrissy, the 
producers of the show, everything. Never 

forget the people who changed your life.”

DOES THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY 
SCARE YOU? 

“Right now, there is so much change...  I see society changing. 
De-regulation in some provinces and more regulation in others…  
I see traditional salon landscape changing and I think there 
will be room for both types of salons; the rental and the large 
chain. Do I feel the mom and pop salons must make some major 
decisions soon? Yes. Do I feel you will need to be gritty and more 
well-rounded than just an artist in the future? 100%.”

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN 
WITHIN THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY?

“I would like to see a strong association per province with a 
national blanket. Each region needs their own chapter because 
regulation guidelines are so different per province. This Include 
aesthetic, makeup and hair. These pop up shops that break health 
guidelines etc. need to have someone to report to.”

DO YOU HAVE A MENTOR?

 “Who? Of course! I think its so important. My mentor is out 
of the beauty industry, Its Dick Haskayne – the University of 
Calgary Haskayne School of Business and David from ALDO. 
They have been huge influences in my life and provided me the 
sound guidance and the confidence to move out on my own.”

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST HURDLE YOU 
HAD TO OVERCOME? 

“Balance. Being a good mother, wife, leader, teammate,  
and balancing my health. It’s always a constant struggle  
but surrounding yourself with good people makes  
all the difference in the world.”

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE INDUSTRY? 

“Wow, I cannot believe it’s been 20 years this year! I started as young girl  
helping my mom in the salon.”

WHERE DO YOU WORK? 

“I am based in Alberta. My heart has always been in the west. But we have  
locations in Calgary, Edmonton, Grande Prairie, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat.  
We hope to expand soon.”

WHERE DID IT ALL START? 

“I grew up in the salon and at hair shows. I guess it was a natural fit. It was 
surprising as I had to work really hard to be a solid stylist. I wasn’t naturally  
talented. Proves that discipline and hard work pay off!”

... Be amazing  
at your craft and 
your work will 
speak for itself. 
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VFW
Standing room only! Designers from around  
the world (Australia, France, Russia, Japan, 
India, Ukraine, Taiwan) descended on David 
Lam Hall in Vancouver for a celebration of 
diversity, global fashion and individualism. 
Established designers and emerging talent 
showcased their Fall/Winter 19 collections to 
a mixture of international media and fashion 
enthusiasts who enjoyed luxe libations from 
scotch whisky sponsor, Bowmore.

VFW was founded by Jamal Abdourahman 
who has been instrumental in many designers’ 
flourishing careers. Jamal’s passion brings him 
all over the world, attending fashion weeks 
in South America, Asia, Europe and North 
America. He is fluent in three languages and 
able to converse in 25 others. Jamal originally 
set out with the goal of working for the United 
Nations and traveling the world. With over 
1,000,000 air miles and impressive designer, 
fashion editor and unique partnerships under 
his belt, Jamal continues to be a driving force  
in the industry and a true inspiration. 

    AUTHENTÍQUE 
Canadian designer, Nada Marzouk (with Egyptian roots) 

empowered and transported the audience to ancient Egypt 

with her “Divine Adoratríce” collection. Inspired by the female-

forward Egyptian Dynasty XVIII, no details were left untouched. 

Signature prints and textures celebrated Egyptian architecture. 

Shimmering silver and midnight sparkles easily take these looks 

from day to evening. Playful and unique hemlines strutted the 

runway with ease and sophistication. Egyptian inspired jewelry 

by Toronto based designer, ANNALAY completed the looks.

GRANDI 
FEATURING: BLACK IRIS EYEWEAR 

Atelier GRANDI coloured outside 

the lines merging bold, sophisticated 

wardrobe staples and eye-catching 

elementary colours. Models stunned 

on the runway with bold matching lip 

colours, big hair and striking eyewear 

essentials by Black Iris.

EMI JINGU 
Creative, whimsical couture. Japanese Designer, Emi Jingu is no stranger to the 

extraordinary. Her intricate designs have won an abundance of balloon art and fashion 

awards. Her “Unlimited” collection floated down the runway in elegant, slim bodices, 

peplums, and flared skirts highlighting her exceptional and unique skill set. Sleek 

hair styles and glossy, dark toned makeup, anchored the looks. Sky high stilettos 

encompassed a chic, futuristic feel.

FW/19 HIGHLIGHTS BY JANICE RONAN

VANCOUVER FASHION WEEK
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THE BEAUTY OF INCLUSION

Commit to replacing ignorance with knowledge.  
If we all closed our eyes and addressed  

hair by texture not race...

...imagine how powerful we would be as an industry.  
We all fear what we do not know….  

#higherlearning
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   MELISSA PURCELL, HAIRSTYLIST  //  : @MELISSAPURCELL

COLLECTION WINNER
Melissa Purcell has been in this industry since 2009 and  
has a passion to strive. She loves creating infinite possibilities 
through photoshoots, magazines, competitions and of course 
behind the chair. 

She's won 4 competitive trophies in North America. Melissa 
has done the hair for Cirque du Soleil, for the pan am games 
and for N.Y. fashion week. She’s worked on the campaign for 
Toronto men’s and women’s fashion week and Fashion shoot 

extravaganza. She been published in several magazines including 
vogue. She is a master colourist and with all of her background, 
it ignited her to become a brand educator. 

Melissa never stops doing what she loves, which is hair.  
It’s given her infinite opportunity and she doesn't plan to stop 
there. She loves educating herself and always feels recharged 
with new techniques and tricks. 

Wedding 
Season

BY AUTHOR NAME

It is almost as if breaking tradition is the new tradition. 

**

**
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Romeo and Juliet are characters of the famous Shakespearean 
play, in which they highlighted the romantic relationship of  
two lovers from rival families.  These star-crossed lovers knew 
that their love was too strong to ignore or let a family war keep 
them apart.  Often times, families in the Shakespearean era 
would use marriage to end the rivalry and create a new family 
narrative.  Although Shakespeare’s story is fictional he was 
inspired by famous 16th century poet Arthur Brooke. The death 
of the lovers in both the play and poem unite the families and 
sparked the evolution of marriage itself. 

Prior to the Shakespearean era, marriage unions can be traced 
back to 13th century, where marriage was used more to build 
alliances, inherit economic gains and to end the battles between 
rival families. The institution of marriage has always been 

historically influenced by men, however, in the 1600s marriages 
began to change. The laws and expectations around marriage 
seemed to take on more controversy.  

Today, marriage became about unity and love. To be married has 
many new definitions that challenge traditional norms and roles 
of the past. Despite the history, laws, and purposes of marriage 
in the past, love is universal and our unions of companionship 
are more about respecting one another and creating lifelong 
memories starting with the perfect wedding day. This is 
accomplished by blending old traditions and creating new one.

For example, many cultures have specific wedding traditions. 
Jumping the broom is a traditional African-American trend  
that is done directly after the ceremony to solidify it.  

The Chinese tradition is to gift newlyweds with jewelry and red 
envelopes filled with money. Gone are the days when being married 
in a church was mandatory. Nowadays, the more unique the venue  
the more memorable. Which is also true of the menu, the first dance  
and the guest book. It is almost as if breaking tradition is the  
new tradition. 

For centuries it has always been about the bride… Her dress, her hair, 
her shoes. We all watch as she steals the entire night… And everyone 
fawns over her existence. The bride will always be the center of the 
night. However, the groom doesn’t sit so silently in the background 
anymore. For over a decade now the groom has made his own 
statement. With his suit, his shoes, his best man and of course his 

hair. The evolution of barbering has played a major part in the overall 
look of the man on his wedding day. Let us not be short-sighted as 
an industry; if you do not currently have a package geared toward 
the groom, you are missing a major opportunity. Don’t get us wrong, 
this is not new. What can be new, however, is how it’s done. We feel 
it is an oversight for many stylists/barbers. Focusing on creating an 
experience for the groom on his day, is now just as important as it is 
for the bride. If you are a full-service salon, create a ‘groom package’ 
that consists of hair, face and nails. Barbershops, host a stag…  
With bourbon tasting, cigars and poker, finishing with a haircut, 
straight razor shave and hot towel. The opportunities are endless.  
Let us capitalize on this now “year-round” season. 
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COLLECTION

BRIDAL
As a technical advisor for a major colour line, my favourite 
part of my job was working with a new salon right before a 
colour switch. It was my job to show them all the capabilities 
of the colour line in less than an hour. 95% of the time…  
I would close the deal. Seems like an impossible task, right?

It's a big deal for a salon to switch to a new colour line. 
Like most people, the thought of the unfamiliar is scary,  
and hairdressers aren't any different. Most colourists can  
mix colours with their eyes closed. They know the levels,  
the formulas and the results before it even happens. Hard 
to keep this routine up with totally new colours. So, I 

never went into a salon as a know-it-all, I went in to give 
them an experience. I wanted to show them what the 
future would look like with me as their advisor. Of course, 
we talked colour and product. But we also discussed life 
and all that entailed. We found our common ground and 
relatable experiences. We laughed, sometimes we danced, 
but we always had an experience. As a hairdresser, barber or 
aesthetician it's important to remember the experience should 
always be just as good as the service. A person will always 
remember how you made them feel. Ask yourself daily…  
Am I giving my customers the experience they need?

AM I GIVING MY CUSTOMERS  
THE EXPERIENCE THEY NEED?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

We found our  
common ground  

and relatable 
experiences. 

We laughed,  
sometimes we danced, 
but we always had  
an experience.

BY AUTHOR NAME **
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MAKEUP: JULIA CRIMSON & MILLI THANGARAJAH,   
: @THISO_MAKEUP // PHOTOS: NATASHA GERSCHON,   

: @TASHGERSCHON // HAIR:  FRANK CINI,  : @FRANK.CINI
// STYLING:  KLAUDIA ZINATY-CAPALBO,  : @KLAUDIASFASHIONFIX 

// DRESSES: CHRISTOPHER PAUNIL,  : @CHRISTOPHERPAUNIL 
// MODELS: JAYDEN WALLER  (CHANTALE NADEAU / SUTHERLAND), 

SARAH MCMILLAN  (CHANTALE NADEAU),   
GRACE O’FARREL (STRUTT CENTRAL)
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COLLECTION

GROOM
   HAIR: PAUL PERRIA
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   PHOTOS: WIOLETTA SUSKA   // HAIR: ANDREA SAMPSON  //  MAKEUP: FATIMA GOHAR  //  DESIGNER: GIGI WANG

COVER COLLECTION

WHEN 
CULTURES 
COLLIDE
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Ok let’s talk men! Sometimes when they are being photographed, filmed or just  
want to look their best, they need a little makeup love too! But it’s very important  

to understand that makeup application for most men will be similar to  
“no makeup, makeup”. Let’s dissect what this looks like:

MEN'S MAKEUP
   SHANNON ALVARES, MAKEUP ARTIST  //  : @SHANNONALVARES   

//  YOUTUBE.COM/SHANNONALVARESMAKEUP

MAKEUP WITH SHANNON

Here are some of my favorite 
products to keep handy when 

applying men’s makeup:

1/ SKIN PREP

This is probably your most important step in men’s makeup. Make sure that you are 

using an appropriate moisturizer when prepping the skin. If your client has dry skin,  

use a hydrating moisturizer. And if your client has oily skin, use a lighter moisturizer. 

2/ HYDRATE AND DE-PUFF HIS EYES

Since men don’t typically use a lot of eye makeup, it’s important that you use  

great skincare to de-puff and brighten his eyes to make sure he doesn’t look tired  

(even if he’s only had 2 hours of sleep!) I personally like to use an eye cream that  

will hydrate AND de-puff versus two different creams.

3/ PRIMERS

Some makeup primers provide just enough smoothing so that you don’t actually  

need makeup. If you have a client that has very youthful and even skin, you can  

just apply a primer and blot powder to achieve great looking skin. 

4/ CONCEALER AND COVERAGE

If you have completed steps 1-3 and still need a little bit of coverage, pull out  

the concealer and foundation! Concealer should be used as just that… to conceal!  

We are not highlighting and contouring here.  Our goal for most men’s makeup  

is just to create healthy looking skin. You may need concealer under the eyes and 

on blemishes to achieve that look. You can also try a very lightweight foundation… 

something like a tinted moisturizer works great to even out skin tone. But again,  

you want to apply this sparingly and add more only where you need to. 

5/ GROOMING

The last thing you want to make sure of is that your client is well groomed. Have 

scissors and tweezers on hand in case you need to trim or remove any facial hair. 
NARS  

RADIANT CREAMY 
CONCEALER

LA MER  
MOISTURIZING CREAM

MAC COSMETICS  
FAST RESPONSE EYE 

CREAM

BENEFIT 
POREFESSIONAL 

PRIMER

MAC COSMETICS  
FACE & BODY FOUNDATION 

PROVIDES STRONG PLIABLE HOLD 
 WITH MATTE FINISH – FOR SHORT  

TO MEDIUM LENGTH HAIR

CLASSIC FIBER™ NEW FIBER™ FOAM
DELIVERS LONG-LASTING  

MANAGEABLE VOLUME AND NATURAL  
SHINE. WITH HEAT PROTECTION –  

FOR MEDIUM TO LONG LENGTH HAIR

FIBER™ CREAM
COMBINES FLEXIBILITY WITH  

CONTROL GIVING HAIR MEDIUM HOLD  
AND NATURAL SHINE –  

FOR MEDIUM LENGTH HAIR 

CHOOSE FIRM CHOOSE FLEXIBLE CHOOSE FULL

FIBER  LINE™

 FOR INQUIRIES PLEASE CALL 1.800.387.7980 © 2019 AMERICAN CREW. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.  @AMERICANCREWCANADA                 FACEBOOK.COM/AMERICANCREWCANADA
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Oh boy, has it ever been a cold, long winter. Stylists and clients 
have been hibernating and this must change. Clients always want 
something different when the sun is out. Let's be open during our 
consultations and give suggestions for a new, fresh look for this 
upcoming summer season.  Trust me when I say your clients will 
get bored and start reaching out to new stylists/salons if you do  
not give proper attention during their consultation.

Another reason clients may reach out to other salons/stylists  
is lack of professionalism… Part of creating the experience for  
your client starts with you, and your attire. I always want to  
dress to impress; Looking and feeling good is important to me.  

   MICHAEL ZEINEDDINE, CO-OWNER OF BILALO HAIR ARTISTRY & SPA  //  : MICHAEL ZEINEDDINE  //  : @MIKE_ZEIN1

INDUSTRY NOTES

My clients often comment on my attire. So… let’s have that 
uncomfortable conversation. Some stylists and barbers come to work 
looking like they just rolled out of bed… C’mon. We are in the beauty 
business, please let’s act like it. 

As a beauty professional, getting yourself ready each morning should 
be a priority, not an option. Ask yourself, how comfortable would you 
feel going to a dentist who had a mouth full of rotten teeth? Clients 
appreciate a well-groomed professional helping them achieve their 
beauty goals. Maintaining and building a clientele starts with you and 
your appearance. Always have your colour done with the latest colour 
trend or technique; be your own walking advertisement. Schedule 
an appointment every six week to have your hair done by your team. 
Make it a training session, learn and grow from each other. If you are a 
full-service salon, trade services so that each person has an experience 
to speak about.  Show up every morning as the best version of yourself, 
always keep it classy, trendy and most of all professional. 

And don’t forget retail… Retail is huge during the warmer season. 
I personally find selling retail in the summer is more efficient, and 
clients are more willing to spend that extra dollar. My top sellers 
are anti-humidity spray, salt spray to achieve beach waves, and UV 
protection hair care for dry, damaged hair. Keep yourself educated. 
And remember your clients should never have better hair than you. 
I wish everybody the best of luck, and stay cool.

HOT WEATHER. HOT MAKEOVER. HOTTER INCOME.

Maintaining and 
building a clientele 
starts with you and 
your appearance. 

JUNE 9, 2019

“Industry Nights” is a FREE night of music, food,  

fun and entertainment. The purpose of industry night 

is to create an in person social network. Creating a 

memorable experience for the stylist/barber, it is a night 

to socialize, collaborate or to just let your hair down.  

On June 9th, karaoke with us. Win prizes, and play 

some classic retro games while sipping a cocktail. 

No dress code, because the beauty industry is  

always FABULOUS. See you there!

Industry 
Nights

+

ARE WE IN  
THE BEAUTY 
BUSINESS?
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OUR CORE FOUNDATIONS INCLUDE:

• Developing one’s self – Personal growth 

• The power of social media – Who, when and why?

• Believing in what you’re worth – Salon pricing 

•  Growing past the norm – power of retail and  

additional services

THE BEAUTY OF  
EMPOWERMENT

Andrea Sampson will be touring  

Canada hosting her new seminar 

The Beauty of Empowerment… 
Creating the Empowered you! 

Believing that you are capable can create 

a whole new world of opportunity. Learn 

how your “thoughts become things,” 

create the business you’ve always 

wanted, earn the income you know 

deserve and take the chances you never 

thought you could. Developing your life 

as an artist is easier than you think. 

Enjoy, learn and grow from a 

motivational business program that is by 

artists, for artists. Andrea and her team 

will set the foundations needed to take 

you to your next level.

I’m not trying to make you believe  

in me… I’m going to make you believe  

in yourself!

Monday, May 13, 2019 
10:00 AM – 3:00 PM EDT

Venus Beauty Supplies Ltd 
1712 Carling Avenue  
Ottawa, ON K2A 1C7 

Monday, June 3, 2019 
10:00 AM – 3:00 PM EDT

Venus Beauty Supplies Ltd 
7400 Pacific Circle  
Mississauga, ON L5T 2A4 

BOTH 

LOCATIONS 

OVER 50% 

SOLD!

Presented By

GAME ON! 09-22-19
ɛfɛmagazine.com

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 22ND 2019 
BERKELEY CHURCH, 315 QUEEN STREET EAST TORONTO 

Gamer edition

When art inspires art  
everything is possible

BIG Tease Sponsorship Package 3.indd   1 2019-04-06   7:31 PM
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   AISHA LOOBIE, HAIR SPECIALIST & OWNER OF CROWN AND GLORY  
 //  : @THE.AISHA.EXPERIENCE

FEATURE

riseON THE

Natural Hair specialist Aisha Loobie. Is the owner of one of 
Toronto’s hottest new salons Crown and Glory Natural Hair 
Studio. Located on the Danforth. Educator and natural hair 
enthusiast Aisha sure has a lot to offer. You can find her at 

the.aisha.experience on instgram 

For deals, and a
location near you visit

www.thewarehousebeauty.com

Scan QR Code for
info & ticket purchasing.

EARLY BIRD TICKETS $169.00 / AFTER MAY 3rd $189.00

FIND MORE 

ONLINE

efemagazine.com  

@efemagazine on  
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1-800-565-7721 | maritimebeautyshop.com
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From this moment on I stand alone

Not watching who’s around

or who is waiting for me to fall

Stand tall and proud is my new motto

Giving my best to whoever wants it

My best foot forward not slipping back

Achieve all I can while I’m on my mission

The day has finally come

I made it through the storm

In my mind all I see is sunny skies up ahead

The wind is at my feet pushing

I’ll run if I have to, to get where I’m going

Not running from anything or anyone

Do you hear what I hear?

Can you feel as I feel?

Of course not!

Because you have never walked a day in my shoes

I’ve learned to let go of anger

In all honesty

To me, it takes more energy to hate

With my chin up high

My back as straight as a door

Don’t grudge me because I won’t put up with pain

No More!

Strength  
Through  
Struggle

By Abeena Samm

It is a known fact that most artists have  
more than one talent… This makes for a 
well-rounded individual. However, when you 
meet someone that has it all… that makes 
them a force to be reckoned with. Richard 
Walters is a true Torontonian - born and 
raised. Known best for his role on Degrassi 
Next Class as Tiny, he is also known to win 
hearts for his talents as a dancer, singer song 
writer and much more. For as long as he 
could remember, performing has always been 
his passion. It may have taken him a minute 
to figure out his direction, but when he did, 
he exploded. 

WHAT WAS GROWING UP LIKE?

“I was never afraid to try anything. I was an 
athlete by nature; I went to OFSAA (Ontario 
Federation of School Athletic Associations) 
every year and Track and field was my life. 
But I was also involved in drama, music and 
dance. I thought I would go all the way as a 
runner, and then I got injured. So as much as 
I wanted to get back to running, it wasn’t in 
the cards. What I thought was my “plan B” 
would now be what I would devote my life to. 
I would become an actor. I graduated from 
high school with honours and multiple drama 
awards. I knew I had made the right choice.”

HOW DID IT ALL START?

“The Day of my graduation ceremony, I was 
in the grocery store with my mom and I got 
a call from my agent saying “you got the 

part on Degrassi as Tiny!” I freaked out! 
My mom was holding a carton of eggs at the 
time, and she got so excited that she dropped 
every single one of the eggs and they cracked 
all over the floor. It didn’t even faze us; we 
were so excited about that moment That’s 
when it all began. I had a few auditions and 
opportunities prior to Degrassi which helped 
to prepare to take on that role.” 

WHAT DID YOU LOVE MOST
ABOUT DEGRASSI?

“There were so many things to love, but what 
I loved most was how much it felt like family. 
The crew did everything they could to make 
us feel at home. There were no egos, no divas, 
attitudes, just love. All 500 episodes!”

WHAT DID YOU TAKE AWAY FROM 
THAT EXPERIENCE?

I auditioned 7 times before landing the role 
of Tiny - I actually felt defeated. I said to 
myself, “how may time are they really going 
to bring me in to audition for this show?” I 
was always in the final two but never made… 
it until I did. I showed out at each audition 
and gave it my all every time. When I look 
back on all the other roles thought I missed 
out on, I didn’t miss anything at all. I got 
the role that was exactly for me. Everything 
happened for a reason, as all the other 
characters lasted two maybe three episodes. 
Tiny lasted for 4 years and I am so grateful.”

WHAT’S NEXT?

“Well, I’m ready for the next chapter,  
I have many projects on the go. I will always 
continue to work hard as an actor; Degrassi 
was just the beginning. I started producing 
small films, music videos and I love to dance. 
I’m really following the momentum of my 
life. I feel like something big is about to 
happen, and I am going to be ready for it. 
In the meantime, I’m going to put in all the 
work and efforts to make it happen. Reality 
is, there is always someone out there who 
could potentially work harder than me and 
I could miss an opportunity because of that. 
Knowing that, I will never be stagnant,  
I will learn, grow and move.”

FUN FACT:

“I’m a kid at heart, I still watch Saturday 
morning cartoons. And If There’s a bouncy 
castle anywhere in sight I’d be the first one  
in it. I love doing so called kids’ stuff.”

SPOTLIGHT

Richard
Walters
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